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This package contains:

1. A Demo Tape

2. A Photograph

3. Songs & Descriptions

4. Biography of Group

5. Contact Information
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SONGS & DESCRIPTIONS

1. HELLO
1st Verse "The D" - Devin Copeland
2nd Verse "Rob MC" - Robert McQueen
3rd Verse "Jugg Mugg" - Dexter Johnson

Hello is a message to let the rapp world know that they 
(other rappers) will have to make room for the Odd 
Squad. It is like a letter from us to the public.

2. SOMETHING FUNKY

1st Verse "Rob MC" - Robert McQueen
2nd Verse "Jugg Mugg" - Dexter Johnson
3rd Verse "The D" - Devin Copeland

With a funky, semi-slow groove, we chose to "go for 
what ya know" (displaying different styles). It is one 
of our favorites because were able to let go lyrically. 
(Radio Version)

3. UGLY MOTHERFUCKAS1

Solo by "The D" - Devin Copeland

Devin is coming clean, confessing that it is not just 
the fine-looking women who gets "stabbed", but also the 
Ugly Motherfuckas’. The style is "Trip-Tip" with a 
taste of #*;!?*}!

4. RUNNING THE STREETS OF H-TOWN

1st Verse "Jugg Mugg" - Dexter Johnson
2nd Verse "Rob MC" - Robert McQueen 
3rd Verse "The D" - Devin Copeland
4th Verse "Jugg Mugg" - Dexter Johnson

Houston is definitely in the house. This is our 
dedication to Houston and the places we "hang". It is 
one of our faster songs for the dance scene.
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BIOGRAPHY

The Odd Squad started "getting busy” as a group, since the 

Summer of 1990. The name "Odd Squad” was chosen because of the 

odd ideas and track selections they have put together. Each 
member writes his own lyrics to display different styles. While 

Rob is producing, suggestions are made within the group for 

titles and song patterns.
With everyone having previous audience experience, they 

concentrate on their creative time by staying together and 

producing demos. The group judges their progress on the number of 

quality songs they create and by the public’s reaction. To learn 

more about the music business, Dexter and Devin are now attending 

classes at the Art Institute of Houston, while Robert is 

attending Prairie View A&M University. The group is influenced by 

artists such as: Tribe Called Quest, Rakim, Ice Cube, Two Live

Crew and Bran Nubian.
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NAMES AND CONTACT INFORMATION

1. Name:
Age:
Address:

Rob MC (Robert McQueen) 
20

Phone:
Title: Producer, Vocals, Writer

2. Name:
Age:
Address:

Jugg Mugg (Dexter Johnson) 
21

Phone:
Title: Vocals, Writer

3 . Name:
Age:
Address:

The D (Devin Copeland) 
22

Title: Vocals, Writer
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